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Abstract 
Bass, H., Covering theory for graphs of groups, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 89 (1993) 
3-47. 
A tree action (G, X), consisting of a group G acting on a tree X, is encoded by a ‘quotient 
graph of groups’ A = G\\X. We introduce here the appropriate notion of morphism A-+A’ = 
G’\\X’, that encodes a morphism (G, X)+(G’, X’) of tree actions. In particular, we charac- 
terize ‘coverings’ G\\X+ G’\\X corresponding to inclusions of subgroups G 5 G’. This is a 
useful tool for producing subgroups of G with prescribed properties. It also yields a strong 
Conjugacy Theorem for groups acting freely on X. 
We also prove the following mild generalizations of theorems of Howie and Greenberg. 
Suppose that G acts discretely on X, i.e. that each vertex stabilizer is finite. Let H and K be 
finitely generated subgroups of G. Then H n K is finitely generated. If H and K are 
commensurable, then H (and K) have finite index in (H, K), 
Introduction 
Consider pairs (r, X) where r is a group acting without inversion (of edges) on 
a tree X, with quotient graph A = r\X. If r acts freely then A determines (r, X): 
Choosing a,, E A we have r = n-,(A, ao) and X = (A>o). When r no longer acts 
freely one can form (cf. [S, (1.5.4)] or Section 3) a kind of ‘orbifold’ quotient, 
r\\x= (A, d), which is a quotient ‘graph of groups’ (cf. 1.4), and which 
similarly determines (r, X): r = n,(T\X, a,) and X = ( 
This correspondence, tree actions G graphs of groups, was used in [8] to study 
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r. For appropriate r (e.g. subgroups of rank-one p-adic groups) one has a natural 
tree action (r, X), from which one deduces the useful presentation r = 
r,(T\\X, a,,). Similarly, given such a presentation, then for r’ 5 r we obtain a 
related presentation r’ = 7~i(r’\\X, a,,), whence various ‘Subgroup Theorems’, 
such as Schreier (free groups), Kurosh (free products), etc. 
We further develop the theory here to treat the following kind of question. Let 
X be a tree, G = Aut(X), and H 5 G acting without inversion. We seek sub- 
groups r 5 H with prescribed properties, such as discreteness (all r’ (x E X) are 
finite) and co-compactness (T\X is finite). Given r 5 H, the groups r and H are 
encoded in the graphs of groups r\\X and H\\X. We further need the appropri- 
ate notion of ‘covering morphism’ @ : r\\X -+ H\\X that encodes the inclusion 
r 5 H. Constructing such a notion of covering morphism for graphs of groups 
(Section 2) is the basic purpose of this paper. The definition, and verification of 
its properties, is regrettably more technical than one might anticipate. Once this 
theory is in place the problem of finding r 5 H above can be replaced by the 
following, more combinatorial, problems: (1) Find the graph of groups A, to play 
the role of r\\X; and (2) Construct a covering morphism A+ H\\X. 
Our motivation came from two sources. First was a draft manuscript of 
Kulkarni [5], presented at the MSRI workshop on Arboreal Group Theory in 
September, 1988. Kulkarni presented a covering theory argument for a remark- 
able theorem of Leighton [6], to the effect that two finite graphs with a common 
covering have a common finite covering. (This translates into the statement that 
their fundamental groups are, up to conjugacy, commensurable.) However Kul- 
karni uses too naive a notion of morphism for graphs of groups [5, (3. l)], and the 
covering morphism he claims [5, (4.4), 1’ mes 9-101 does not exist in his setting. 
The present theory furnishes the ingredients necessary to carry out the strategy of 
Kulkarni’s argument. See, for example, the Conjugacy Theorem (Theorem 5.2). 
The second motivation was a recent paper of Lubotzky [7], asserting the 
existence of many uniform lattices in rank-one p-adic groups. This follows 
naturally from the methods presented here (cf. [2, (4.14)]). 
This paper is similar in spirit to Stallings’ paper [9], “Topology of finite 
graphs”. In Chapter II we obtain, for virtually free groups, many of the results of 
[9] for free groups. 
The main applications, concerning uniform tree lattices, are presented in the 
joint paper with Kulkarni [2]. Hopefully the results in that paper will justify the 
laborious technicalities developed here in Chapter I. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is a recapitulation, reformulation, 
and refinement of [8, Chapter I, Section 51. For a graph of groups A = (A, d) 
and a,, E A it constructs ni(A, a,) and (A>(,). The main new feature, appearing 
in Section 2, is the notion of morphism @ = (4, (r)) : A+ A’ of graphs of groups. 
If a, E A and a,‘, = 4(u,,), one has a homomorphism @<,,, : r,(A, a,,)+ r,(A), a,‘,) 
and a @c,,ll-equivariant morphism gU,, : (A>(,) -+ (AT;)). The definitions are such 
that @ is an ‘immersion’, resp., a ‘covering’ iff @(,,, is injective, and so,, is injective, 
resp., an isomorphism. 
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In Section 3, following [S, (1.5.4)], we consider a group r acting without 
inversion on a connected graph X with quotient p : X+ A = r\X. We construct a 
graph of groups r\\X = (A, sd) and, for x0 E X, a, = p(x(,), an exact sequence 
- 
and a $-equivariant morphism 4 : (T\\X, a(,) +X (Thee.6). Thus, when X 
is a tree, we can identify (r, X) with (~,(r\\x, a,,), (T\X, u,,)). 
Let ($, cp) : (T, X)-+ (r’, X’) be a morphism of connected graph actions, i.e. 
I+!J : r+ r’ is a homomorphism and cp : X +X’ is a $-equivariant graph mor- 
phism. In Section 4 we construct a corresponding morphism @ : r\\X+ r’\X’, 
which recovers (4, cp) when X and X’ are trees. 
Let X be a tree, G = Aut(X), H 5 G acting without inversion, and 
p:X+Y=H\Xthequotient. Put GH={gEG/pog=p}. 
The Conjugacy Theorem (Theorem 5.2) asserts that if r 5 G, acts freely on X 
then grg-’ 5 H for some g E G,. This result, which is a basic tool in [2], was one 
of the principal motivations for the covering theory developed here. The referee 
has however supplied a simple direct proof, using only the theory in [8], which we 
also present. 
For an edge e of X with initial vertex x = doe the index i(e) = [H., : H,] is 
constant on H-orbits, so we can put i(e) = i( pe) and so define indices on the edge 
of Y = H\X. This construction is closely related to the ‘normal functions’ 
considered by Tits [lo, (5.2)], h w o o b served [lo, (5.3)] that (Y, i) determines X 
up to isomorphism, and that every ‘edge-indexed graph’ (Y, i) arises in this 
fashion (cf. Remark 1.18). Further Tits [lo, (5.6)] anticipates the notion of a 
covering of edge-indexed graphs (cf. 2.8). 
In a subsequent paper with Tits, we shall characterize the edge indexed graphs 
that arise when H = G, and also give criteria for G to be discrete, or to act freely 
on X. 
Chapter II begins with a review of some further results of Tits, formulated in 
terms of the hyperbolic length I(g) of g E G = Aut(X). Let r be a group acting 
without inversion on X. If I(T) = 0 and r is finitely generated then r fixes a vertex 
(see [lo, (3.4)] or Corollary 7.3 below). If l(r) # 0 then r has a unique minimal 
invariant invariant subtree X,. (see [lo, (3.5)] or Proposition 7.5 below). More- 
over, Xr = X,.. if r and r’ are commensurable (Corollary 7.7) or if r\X = r’\X 
(Proposition 7.8). If r is finitely generated then r\X, is finite, and conversely if 
each r, is finitely generated (Proposition 7.9). Suppose further that r acts 
discretely, i.e. r, is finite for all x E X. Then Ker(T+ Aut(X,.)) is the largest 
finite normal subgroup of r (Theorem 8.3). Suppose that m = lcm,&r,( is 
finite, e.g. that r is finitely generated. Then r has a free subgroup of index m, and 
only finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups (Theorem 8.3). By a 
result of Karass, Pietrowski, and Solitar [4], a finitely generated group r acts 
discretely on a tree iff r is virtually free. Let r act discretely on X and let 
r,,r, I r be finitely generated subgroups. Then 4) II 4 is finitely generated 
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(Theorem 8.9(a)). If 4, and r, are infinite and commensurable then each has finite 
index in (r,, I’,) (Theorem 8.9(b)). 
I. Covering theory for graphs of groups 
1. Graphs of groups, fundamental groups, universal covers 
1.1. Graphs. As in [S], a graph A is a set V(A) (vertices), a set E(A) (edges), 
maps a,,$, : E(A) + V(A) (endpoints) and a fixed point free involution e ++ Z of 
E(A) (reversal of orientation) such that a,E= a,_,e. We shall often confuse A with 
V(A), writing a E A to mean a is a vertex, but keeping the notation E(A) for 
edges, We put 
St(u) (or St”(a)) = a,‘(u) = {e E E(A) 1 a,e = a} , 
the star of a, and call 
i(a) = Card(St(u)) 
the index of a (also called valence, degree, order, in the literature). 
An edge path of length n is either a vertex a,, (n = 0) or, if n > 0, a sequence 
y = (e,, . , e,,) of edges with a, = a,e, = a,,e,+, (15 i < n). We call y a path from 
a, = d,,e, to a,, = a,e,,, and call A connected if A # 0 and any two vertices are 
joined by a path. Call y closed if a,, = a,, and reduced if n = 0 or e,, , f C, 
(15 i < n). Call A a tree if A is connected and every closed reduced path has 
length 0. 
1.2. Morphisms of graphs. A morphism 4 : A - B carries vertices to vertices, 
edges to edges, and, for e E E(A), $(a;e) = a,+(e) (i = 0,l) and 4(e) = 4(e). For 
a E A we then have the local map 
We call 4 locally injective, surjective, or bijective, respectively, if +(0, has this 
property for all a E A. We call $ an immersion if 4 is locally injective, and a 
covering if 4 is surjective and locally bijective. 
1.3. The following properties are familiar and easily verified. 
(a) If A # 8, B is connected, and 4 is locally surjective, then 4 is surjective. 
(b) Suppose that A is connected and B is a tree. If 4 is locally injective (an 
immersion), resp., bijective (a covering), then 4 is injective, resp., an iso- 
morphism. 
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(c) Let II, : C-+ B be another graph morphism, a,, E A, cg E C, and 4(aO) = 
b,, = $(c,,). Consider morphisms (T : A-+ C such that ~(a~~) = cc, and $0 (T = 4. 
Assume that A is a tree. If IJ is locally injective, resp., surjective then there exists 
at most, resp., at least one such V. 
C 
f 
1’ U ,’ 
1 
+ 
I’ 
A/-B 
4 
1.4. Graphs of groups. These are pairs A = (A, d), where A is a connected 
graph, and & assigns groups &, (a E A), ~4~ = .dc (e E E(A)), and monomor- 
phisms (Y, : dp d(,, where a = doe. We further write 
ti n,e = &~,lcr,s2e, when doe = a , 
and put 
i(e) (= i”(e)) = Card(&,,,) 
1.5. The path group n(A) is defined by 
m(A) = [(*aEA Aa) * F(E(A))IlR 2 
where F(E(A)) d enotes the free group with basis E(A), and R is the normal 
subgroup which imposes the relations 
e= e-l (1.1) 
and 
eap(s)e-’ = q(s) 
for all e E E(A) and s E &(,(= dS). 
(1.2) 
Examples. (1) If tic, = (1) for all u E &’ then rr(A) = r(A) = F(E(A))I(?= e-l), 
which is a free group based on half the edges, one from each pair e,t?. 
(2) If tie = (1) f or all e E E(A) then clearly rr(A) = (*aEA .J$~) * n-(A). 
(3) In 
where N 
general, there is an exact sequence 
l+N+n(A)+7i(A)+l, 
is the normal subgroup of n(A) generated by all dQ (a E A). 
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1.6. By a path of length n 2 0 in A we mean a sequence 
where (e,, . , e,,) is an edge path of length n in A, say with vertex sequence 
and where g, E .~4~, (i = 0, , n). (When n = 0, we have y = 
W e say that y is a path from a, to a,, and we put 
lYI=w,&~~~ g, - len g,, g,, E 44 . 
For a,b E A we write 
r[a, bl (or T*[a, bl) 
for the set of 1-y where y is a path from a to b. Multiplication in n(A) defines 
surjective maps 
r[a, b] x r[b, cl+ r[a, c] 
1.7. Let y = (g,,, e,, . . . , e,,, g,) be a path as above. We call y reduced if either 
n = 0 and g, # 1, or else n > 0 and, whenever e, +, = Ci, we have gj @ ~,,(sZ~~). In
the contrary case, when e,,, = 2; and g, E CY,, (ti,,), we call (e, , g, , e, + , ) a reversal 
in y. In this case, writing e = ej and g, = (Y?(S), s E de, we have, in r(A), 
g:= gi-leigier+lgi+l =&I~%(SF’~~+I 
= gi-l~e(skr+l E Im(K_, = da,+, in 44)) 
Hence 1 yI is also represented by the path of length n - 2 (g,,, e, , . . , e;_, , 
g, e,,z,. . . , e,,, g,,). Thus, if 1 y 1 # 1, a path of minimal length representing 1 y ( 
must be reduced. 
We shall make use of the following basic result. 
1.8. Theorem (cf. [8, Chapter I, Theorem 1.11). Zf y is a reduced path in ti then 
IYlfl. 0 
1.9. Corollary. The canonical homomorphisms 58, -+ r(A) (a E A) are injective; 
we shall view them as inclusions. For e E E(A) we have in r(A), 
These assertions follow from the cases length(y) = 0 or 2 of Theorem 1.8. 
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1.10. Corollary. Let y = (g,,, e,, . . , e,, g,,) and y’ = (g;,, e;, . . . , e;, g,:) be 
reducedpathsfromato bsuch that Iyl=ly’l. Thenn=m,e,=e: (l~i~n),and 
there exist h, E do, (1 5 i 5 n) such that 
Proof. We argue by induction on N=n+m. If N=O then g,,=Irl=Ir’[=g;,. 
Suppose that N > 0. For the path of length N, 
6 = ‘(y’ A y-l)‘= (gh, el,. . . , e,:,, gAgi’, C,,, , cl, gO’> 
from a to a we have 161 = ly’l. IyIp’ = 1. By Theorem 1.8, 6 cannot be reduced, 
so it must have a reversal. Since y and y’ are reduced the only possible reversal is 
(e;,T gkg,‘, c,,). It follows therefore that err = e;, and g,:,g,’ = a,-,,(h,) for some 
h, E .&,, = tie,; ; thus g,:, = ~,,,(h,,)g,,. Putting g,t_, = g,:l_,q, (h,,) we have Il 
g:,-,e:,gk = g,~_,e,~,,(kk 
= dLe,,g,, (by (1.2)). 
Thus ~~=(g~,,e,,...,e ,,-, , gml> and Y; = (& 4,. . . , g,Ilm2, e,:,-,, s,Y,-,> are 
reduced paths from a to b, = dOerr with I y, I = I y ;I. It follows by induction that 
n-l=m-1, e,=ei (lsi<n), and there exist h;Es!Z(,, (lsi<n) such that 
& = w,,(h)-’ > g: = ac$hwe.,+, (h,+,)-’ (lsisn-Z), 
&&I = (YP,,~,(h,~I)g,l-la,,,(h,,)-’ 0 
1.11. For a,b E A we define 
length : r[a, b]*L 
by length(g) = the length of any reduced path representing g, if g # 1. If g = 1 
(when a must equal b) we put length( 1) = 0. For n 2 0 we put 
7r[a, b],, = {g E r[a, b] I length(g) = n} 
1.12. For each e E E(A), a, = a, choose a set S, C _&a of coset representatives for 
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&(,,<, = &(,/cY~,s~~,, so that 1 E S,. Relative to these choices we call a path y 
S-normalized if it has the form y = (s, , e, , . . , s,,, e,,, g), where S, E S,$ (1 5 i 5 
n), and of course g E tic ,,,, a,, = a,e,, , and either n = 0 or n > 0 and y is reduced, 
i.e. e, = 12-r implies S, # 1. 
1.13. Corollary. For a,b E A, every element of r[a, b] is represented by a unique 
S-normalized path from a to b. 
Proof. Uniqueness follows directly from Corollary 1.10. For existence, say g = 
]yI E n[a, b] where y = ( g,,, e, , . . , err, g,,) is reduced. Write g,, = S, cx,,(h,) with 
s,ES,, andh,Ed<,,. Theng,,e,g,=s,cu,,(h,)e,g,=s,e,cy,,(h,)g,=s,e,s,a,Z(h,) 
for some S, E S,,, h, E &!(,,. We can thus continue inductively to produce the 
required (s,, e,, iI. e2. .)I 0 
1.14. Corollary. Let A’ = (A’, ~4’) be a ‘subgraph of subgroups’ of A, i.e. A’ is a 
subgraph of A, &Fg:, 5 &cl for a E A’, and, for e E E(A’), &: 5 ~4<, and (Y: = CY,~,~, . 
Assume, for eE E(A’), a,,e = a, that ti‘ln CY~,&(, = CY~,&~{, i.e. that &C!,l~C,~~~ 
&Cl/a,&P is injective. Then the natural homomorphism n(A’)+ r(A) induces 
injections rTTz’ [a, b] + r*[a, b] for all a,b E A’. 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that we can choose representatives S, for J.$,/Q,&~, 
(e E E(A’)) so that S:, = S, fl &Cl represents &~~/cu,&~~. This done, it follows that 
S’-normalized paths for A’ are also S-normalized for A. Thus the corollary follows 
from Corollary 1.13. 0 
Remark. Very likely rr(A’)* Z-(A) is injective but this is not apparent. 
1.15. Definition. Choose a base point a,, E A. The fundamental group of A at a,, is 
r,(A, a,,) = fl]a,,, 4. 
1.16. Definition. The universal cover of A based at a,, is the graph X = (A>,,) 
constructed as follows. The vertices are given by 
V(X) = LT 4a,,, al 14, . 
‘I t A 
(1.3) 
For y a path in A from a,, to a and g = IyI we write [y], or [g], for the class 
S&O E r]a,,, a] /GZ~,. Note that n[a,,, a] = m, (A, a,,). g, so there is a natural left 
action of m,(A, a(,) on V(X) and the quotient by this action is the projection 
p : V(X)+ A with p-‘(a) = r[a,,, a]/tiC,. The stabilizer of [g], is 
44, a,,),,,,, = g&q,g-’ . (1.4) 
We make X a combinatorial graph, so that its edges can be specified as certain 
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ordered pairs 8 = ([g],, [ g’lh) of distinct vertices. Here g E ~[a,,, a] and g’ E 
~[a,,, 61, so g-‘g’ E ~[a, 61. We take % to be an edge of X iff g-‘g’ E ~[a, b], , 
i.e. g-‘g’ = set, where e E E(A), d,,e = a, d,e = b, s E d(,, and t E &,. Note that 
this condition depends only on [g], and [g’],, and it is preserved by ~‘8 = 
([ugl,. [Q%) f or all u E r,(A, a,,). We define a,,% = [g],, a, 8 = [ g’lh, g = 
([g’],,, [g],,), and ~(254) = e. This makes X = (V(X), E(X)) into a graph with left 
r,(A, a,,)-action, and p : X -+ A a graph morphism whose fibers are the 
r,(A, a,,)-orbits on X. With Z5 = ([g],,, [g’lh) as above we have [g’],, = [gset], = 
[ gse],, . Thus, under the local map 
P([&) : st"(kl.)~stA@) 
the fiber over e E St”(u), a,e = b, consists of all edges of the form g = 
([g],,, [ gse],) with s E zZ~,. The stabilizer of % is 
by Corollary 1.9. If s’ E &(, and [ g.se], = [gs’e],, then s’e = set for some t E d,,, so 
by Corollary 1.9 again. Thus we obtain a bijection 
PC,,, : -%,-P&,(4 3 ISI,, - ([gl,,, [WI,,) 1 (1.6) 
where [s], for s E d denotes the class of s in tic,,<, = -r9,,/1~,&~,. These assemble to 
give a bijection 
P, = (P,,,,) : LI &,-stx(klJ~ (1.7) 
&St”(o) 
1.17. Theorem. X = (A<,,) is a tree. 
Proof. For each e E E(A) chose a set S, C &(, (u = a,,e) of representatives for tic,,, 
with 1 E S,. Let g E ~[a,,, u]. By Corollary 1.13, g is represented by a unique 
S-normalized path (s,, e,, . . . , e,,, s) (with s E da). It follows that 
x = [g] E r[ a,,, a] iti<, has a unique representative S-normalized path of the form 
yx = (.s,‘l e,, . . , s,, e,,>. Put xc1 = [ll,,, E da,,, u,,]/&~,,,; then my,,, is the empty path. 
For n >O we put q(Iy,) = (s,, e,, . , s,,_,, e,,_,) = -y+) (= y,,, if n = 1). Note that 
(x, q(x)) is an edge of X. Every other edge of X with initial point x is of the form 
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(x, y) with q(y) = x, i.e. r,, = (‘/,, s, e) where e E E(A), doe = a, s E S,, and, if 
e = I?,,, then s#l. Put 
X,, = {x E X 1 length(y,) = n} = u ~[a,, a,] iSa, . 
UEA 
Then we have the inverse system 
and the discussion above shows that X is the tree associated to this inverse system 
as in [S, Chapter I, (2.2)]. Explicitly X is the combinatorial graph with vertices 
X = LI,M, X,, and edges defined by pairs {x, q(x)} (x E X). 0 
1.18. Remark. The above proof shows that the tree X = (A>,,) depends, up to 
isomorphism over A, only on (A, S), where S assigns to each e E E(A) a pointed 
set S,, say with base point denoted 1, E S, (cf. [lo, (5.3)]). Fix a, E A. Consider 
paths y = ((s,, e,), . , (s,, e,)) with (e,, . . . , e,) an edge path in A from a,, and 
si E S, (1 9 i I n). A reversal in y is a pair of the form ((s,_,, e,_,), (s,, e,)) = 
((s, e), (l,, c)) f or some e, s E S,. Consider y equivalent to the path (of length 
y1 - 2) obtained by deleting such a reversal. Any path is equivalent to a unique 
reduced path, i.e. one without reversals. Denote the empty path x0. Let X, 
denote the set of reduced paths y = ((s,, e,), . , (s,,, e,,)) of length n; thus 
X,,= {x,,}. For n>O define q:X,+X,_, by q(Y)=((s,,e,),. . . ,(s,,_,,e,,_,)). 
Then X = (Ax,,) is the tree associated to the inverse sequence 
We call (A, S) a ‘graph with pointed edge sets’. Clearly (A, S), and hence X, 
depends, up to the obvious notion of isomorphism, only on the graph A and the 
indices 
i(e) = Card(S,) > 0 (e E E(A)) , 
i.e. on the edge-indexed graph (A, i). We can thus also write X= (Axi,). 
There is an obvious graph morphism p : X+ A: p(r) = d,e,, if y = 
((St7 e,), , (s,,, e,,)); in particular, p(x,,) = a,,. Under the local map 
pcv) : St”(y)+St”(u), a = p(y) = a,e,,, there is a canonical bijection 
f : S,,+pTY’)(e) for e E St”(a). Namely, if e # gfl thenf(s) = (y, (s, e)). Zfe = e,, we 
use the same formula for s # l,, whereas f(l,) = (y, q(y)) where q(y) = 
((S,? e,),. . ,(s,-,,e,,-,)I. 
1.19. Let A = (A, d) be a graph of groups. Let T be a maximal subtree of A. 
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The fundamental group of A relative to T is defined by ‘group theoretic contrac- 
tion of T to a point’. 
r,(A, T) = r(A)/(relations, e = 1, for all e E E(T)) . 
Examples (cf. 1.5). (1) If &a = (1) f or all a E A then r, (A, T) = V, (A, T) = 
F(E(A))/(C = em’ and e = 1 if e E E(T)), which is a free group based on half the 
edges of E(A) - E(T), one from each pair e,Z. 
(2) If tic, = (1) for all e E E(A) then v,(A, T) = (*otA dCr)* n,(A, T). 
(3) In general there is an exact sequence 
I--+ N+ n,(A, T)+ n,(A, T)+ 1 , 
where N is the normal subgroup generated by all tic, (a E A). 
1.20. Proposition [8, Chapter I, Proposition 201. Let a,, E A. The natural projec- 
tion q : r(A)- T, (A, T) restricts to an isomorphism q, : T, (A, a,,)--+ 7~~ (A, T). 
0 
The inverse of q, is given as follows: For a E A let y, = (e,, , e,) denote the 
reduced edge path in T from a,, to a, and let g, = ] yOy,( = e, . . . e, E r(A). Then 
s3 q(s)) = &%d l for SE&(, , 
q?MeN = g,,,c . e. s,b for e E E(A) 
It follows, in particular, that q injects tiO into r,(A, T); we shall often view this as 
an inclusion. Thus &(, in n, (A, T) corresponds to g,.&ag,’ in 7~~ (A, a(,). 
1.21. Put Z,, = [l],,, E r[a,,, a,,]/& “,,. Its stabilizer is 
More generally, for g E r[ a,,, a] we have [g], E n[a,,, a] l&‘, and 
Taking g = g, as in the proof of Proposition 1.20, and putting aT = [g,],, we have 
which corresponds to tiQ in r, (A, T). Thus, for the action of r, (A, T) on (A>,,) 
(via 41’ in Proposition 1.20), the orbit map at aT defines a bijection 
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r,(A, T)lti(,--+7r,(A, T).a’= r[a,,,a]/&,, . 
This shows how to identify (A;,,) with the universal covering tree constructed in 
[S, Chapter I, (5.3)]. 
Further we see the equivalence of the conditions: 
(a) &(, = (1) for all a E A; 
(b) rr,(A, a,,) is the free group n,(A, a,,); and 
(c) n,(A, a,)) acts freely on (AT,,). 
1.22. Changing the base point. If g E n[a, b] then we have an isomorphism 
ad(g-‘) : r,(A, a)--+ n,(A, 6)) ad( g-‘)(t) = g-‘tg , (1.9) 
and an ad( g- ‘)-equivariant tree isomorphism 4 : (A?)+ (Ax) defined on 
vertices by 
Put 
N,, = Ker(n, (A, a)-+ Aut((A2))) . (1.11) 
Then it follows from the isomorphisms above that 
for g E 7r[a, b] , g-‘N,g = Nh . (1.12) 
1.23. Proposition. The family of groups 
NC, = Ker(n, (A, a)+ Aut((A>))) (a E A) 
is characterized as follows. 
(i) (N,),,, is a family of vertex subgroups, i.e. N,, 5 &(, for all a. 
(ii) (N<,)otA is .A-invariant’, i.e. for each e E E(A), there is a subgroup 
N, 5 tic, such that N,,,, = o,N, and NC,,, = cx,,N,. (Then N, is unique, and N, = Np.) 
(iii) (N,,),,t,4 is ‘normal’, i.e. N, U&cl for all a. 
(iv) (N,),,,, is maximum, i.e. if (NC!,),,A is another A-invariant family of 
normal vertex subgroups then N,: 5 N,, for all a. 
Proof. Let a”= [l], E n[a, u]/&(, C (A<). Its stabilizer is x,(A, a); = s4(, (see 
1.21). Thus N, 5 &(,, and clearly N, is a normal subgroup. Let e E E(A), a,,e = a, 
a,e = b. Then in n(A) we have eE n[a, b]. It follows then from (1.12) and 
Corollary 1.9 that 
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Thus N, = cr,N for a unique N, 5 de, and N,, = em’N,,e = e-‘(a,N,)e = a,N,. This 
verifies (i), (ii), and (iii). To show maximality, let (NA)r,EA be another such 
family, as in (iv). We claim that if g E ~[a, b] then g-‘NLg = N;,. By induction on 
the length of g it suffices to verify the following two cases: (a) 6 = a and g E &(,; 
(b) g = e E E(A) with a,,e = a and a,e = b. 
Case (a) follows since NI a .z&?(,. In case (b) consider Ni 5 dcz such that 
N: = a,N: and Nk = (Y,NL. Then Ni = a,N: = e(a,N:)e-’ = eN;e-‘, whence the 
result also in this case. Now let g E ~[a, b] and [g],, E ~-[a, b]/&,,. Then 
N:, . [gl,, = [N:, .sli, = k-‘V’xl, = [gl,, 
since gP ’ N:,g = NA 5 &(, This shows that N<l fixes all vertices of (A>), whence 
NC’, 5 N, , as claimed. 0 
1.24. Definition. We call the graph of groups A effective (or faithful) if N, = (1) 
for some (and hence all) a E A, i.e. if r,(A, a) acts effectively (i.e. faithfully) on 
(A>). 
Let A’ be a connected subgraph of A and A’ = Al,.. For a E A put NA = 
Ker(r, (A’, a)+ Aut((A5))). Then it is easily seen that N,, 5 Ni,. Hence, if 
A’ = Al, is effective then A is effective. 
1.25. The effective quotient of A. Define the graph of groups A’ = (A, d’) by 
&Cl = ticllN,, &2:, = &(,lN,, and if doe = a, a(; makes the following diagram, 
commute, where the vertical arrows are natural projections. Then there is an 
obvious ‘quotient morphism’ @ : A+ A’ (morphism in the sense of Definition 2.1 
below). For a E A it induces an exact sequence 
0,) 
l-+ NC,+ r,(A, u)w 7r,(A’, a)+ 1 
and a @,,-equivariant isomorphism of trees 
Thus A’ is an effective graph of groups, called the effective quotient of A. 
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1.26. Examples. 
(1) A=(P- r,). I;, 
Then r,(A, 0) E n,(A, T) = c, ,, * r,. In the latter N = N,, = N, is the largest 
subgroup of r, that is normal in both r, and r,. 
(2) A = (q;, ~3 1,) . 
Put H = ac,rc,, I? = a,c,, and a = CY,O(Y,’ : H-+ fi. Then TT,(A, 0) = q(A) is the 
HNN-extension 
(l&e / e-‘se = a(s) V’s E H) . 
The group N = NC, is the largest subgroup of 4, such that N 5 H, aN = N, and 
N<1r;,. 
2. Morphisms of graphs of groups 
2.1. Definition. Let A = (A, ~4) and A’ = (A’, d’) be graphs of groups. By a 
morphism 
@ = (4, (y)) : A+ A’ 
we understand: 
(i) a graph morphism 4 : A-+ A’; 
(ii) group homomorphisms 
and 
(iii) families of elements (Y,),~~ and (yC)rEECAj in n(X). 
The above data are assumed to satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) For a E A, X, E n, (A’, +(a)). 
(b) For eE E(A), put a = a,e and 6, = y,“y,. Then 6, ES&,,, and the 
following diagram commutes: 
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Here ad(S,)(s) = S&S,‘, and the commutativity of (2.1) is expressed by the 
following relation in r(A): 
for all s E tie. 
Notice that the conditions (2.1) (or (2.2)) are vacuous when the edge groups ~4~ 
are all trivial. 
2.2. The induced homomorphism of path groups @ : r(A)+ rr(A’), is defined as 
follows on generators. 
@ I .d‘, = ad(x,)o 4, , Q(s) = -Y,~,(s)Y,’ for sE da , 
O(e) = r,$(e)r,’ for e E E(A) . 
To check the relations that legitimize this definition note first that Q(C) = Q(e))‘, 
clearly. It remains to see that if e E E(A), d,,e = a, d,e = b, and s E L&~ then we 
have 
(2.3) 
The right side of (2.3) is ~,+,(q,(s))y,‘, while the left side is 
(r,~(e)r,‘)(n~,(a,(s))r,‘)(y,~(e)y,’)-’ 
= bA(e)y7’)(x LY~(r,(~~(S))yT1)(y,~(e)y.l)~’ (by (2.2)) 
= r,(~(e>a~(,-,(~,(s))~(e)-‘)rl’ 
= Y,(~~&#@)))Y,’ (by (1.2)) 
= rA,(~,(s>)r, (by (2.2)) 3 
whence the desired relation. 
2.3. The relations 
and 
‘Y, E n,@‘, +(a)) = rA’[d4a), 4(a)] (a E A) 
-1 
6, = Y, ‘ye E J%(a) (e E E(d), d,,e = a) 
imply that @(zB,) c rx[c$(a), 4(a)] and Q(e) = r,+(e)r,’ E #[4(a), 4(b)] for 
e E E(A), a,e = a, d,e = b. It follows that, for a,,,a E A, 
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@(cab,,, al> = 4dhA 4(u>l . (2.4) 
In particular, CD restricts to a homomorphism 
The maps (2.4) further give @(,,,-equivariant maps 
defined by 
To see that this is well defined we observe that, for t E d(,, @( gt)y, = 
db(g)(~~~,(t)Y,‘)IY, = @(g)x,4,(t)~ so P(@>Y~J~(,,, = PmLlh(~,). since 
4,(t) E d&j. The maps (2.6) assemble to define a map on vertices 
6 : (A-,,)- (AT;)) , (2.7) 
where a,‘) = ~$(a,,). To make 6 a morphism of graphs we must define it on edges 
g = ([gl,,, [hl,,) of 6%). H ere we have say g E ~“[a,,, a], h = gse, e E E(A), 
d,,e = a, d,e = b, s E sd(,. Then, putting a’ = ~$(a), b’ = 4(b), we have &[g],,) = 
]@( sh,l, and 
&[hlh) = [@P(hhL, = [~(g)(~~~,(s)y,‘)(y,~(e)y,‘)y,l,. 
= [(~(s)r,)(~,(s)6,)~(e)6,‘1,, = K@(s>x,>t4(e>l,, ) 
where we cancelled 6 ,’ E &k,, and 
Thus &g> = (&kl,>, &[hl,)) = ([@(drol,~~ [(@(g>r,>t~(e>lb~) is indeed an 
edge of (As,!,). Further we see from (2.8) that we have a commutative diagram 
of local maps, 
Wkl,) 3 St(&([g],)) 
P,, 
T 1‘ 
Pb, (2.9) 
LI ~Cl:C~~-i;~C,,) d:V 
etSt(o) 
Here p, = (p,,,) is the bijection of (1.7), defined by p,,,([s],) = ([g],, [gse],,) for 
e E St(u), a,e = b, and s E &. The map PC: is the analogous bijection. Finally 
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Therefore SC, is a disjoint union of maps, 
%= JLI [( JlI f E.SI(<l’) e~h&J) 
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(2.10) 
(2.11) 
We now summarize: 
2.4. Proposition. A morphism CD = (4, (y )) : A+ A’ of graphs of groups defines a 
homomorphism @ : r(A) - r(A’) such that Q(s) = y,4,(s)y, for a E A, s E tic,, 
and Q(e) = r,4(e>r, f or e E E(A). For a,,,a E A, +(a,,) = al,, 4(a) = a’, we have 
@(mA[a,13 a]) C n*‘[ah, a’]. Thus @ induces a homomorphism 
and a @(!,,-equivariant morphism @ of covering trees making the following diagram 
commute: 
X = (A>,,)& (AG:,) = X’ 
I’ 
1 I 
P’ 
A-A’ 
C+ 
Let x E X, x’ = 6(x), a = p(x), a’ = $(a) = p’(x’), and f E St”‘(a’). The local 
map 
6(x, : St”(x) + Sty) 
restricts to a map 
and this map is isomorphic (as in (2.9)) to 
defined by 
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2.5. Corollary. 6 : (A>(,)+ (AG;,) is locally surjective, resp., injective, resp., an 
isomorphism iff, for all a E A and all f E St”‘(4(a)), @(,,, is surjective, resp., 
injective, resp., bijective. 
Proof. From Proposition 2.4 we conclude that 6 is locally surjective (injective, 
bijective) iff each @O,r is surjective (injective, bijective). Since (A>,,) and (ACX) 
are trees, local injectivity implies injectivity and local bijectivity implies iso- 
morphism (cf. 1.3(b)). q 
2.6. Definitions. We call @ an immersion if 
(i) each 4, : d‘,+ ~,&I,~ is injective, and 
(ii) each @c,,f : (&JE4,;cr, ~$,,)-f d&aJ,f. is injective. 
We call @ a covering if further 
(ii’) each @O,r is bijective. 
2.7. Proposition. Let a,, E A, a6 = $(a,,). Then_ @> an immersion iff (i) 
@(,,) : n-, (A, a,,) + 7~~ (A’, al,) is injective, and (ii) 4~ : (A, a,,)+ (As,‘,) is injective. 
Further @ is a covering iff (‘) I and (ii’) 4 is an isomorphism. In this case, for 
a E A, a’ = ~$(a), f E St”‘(a’), we have 
Proof. From Corollary 2.5, 1.3(b) and Theorem 1.17 we see that 2.6(ii)e2.7(ii) 
and 2.6(ii’)@2.7(ii’). It suffices therefore to show that, assuming (ii) (of 2.6 or 
2.7), w,e have 2.6(i)@2.7(i). T o s h ow 2.6(i) +2.7(i), suppose that @(,,,(g) = 1. 
Since @ is injective and @(,,;equivariant, g must act trivially on (&Yro); in 
particular, g fixes x,, = [l],,,~ ~*[a,,, a,,]/&~ ,,,. Since gx,, = [g],,, we see that g E 
Kli. Therefore, 1 = %,,(g) = %,,,+,,,(g)y$ By assumption +(,,, is injective. Hence 
g = 1. Conversely, assuming that @(,,,, is injective we similarly conclude that-+(,,, is 
injective. Let a E A and gE n*[a,,, a]. Then, by 1.22, @(, : nI(A, a)+ 
n,(A’, +(a’)) is the composite ad(@(g)))‘o QO,,oad(g). Hence @“,, like QU,,,, is 
injective and thus, as above, so also is 4,. Finally, if Cp is a covering then (*) 
follows immediately from 2.6(ii’). 0 
2.8. Recall from Remark 1.18 that one can attach a covering tree X = (A,,)) 
to any pair (A, S) and a,, E A, where A is a connected graph and S assigns a 
pointed set S, to each e E E(A), with basepoint 1, E S,. Let (A’, S’, ah) be 
another such triple. By a morphism 4 : (A, S, a,,)+ (A’, S’, a,‘)) we shall under- 
stand a graph morphism 4 : A- A’, $(a,,) = a;,, together with the following: A 
set map 
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etStA(u,,) eeEstA’(u(,) 
such that 4,,,(S,) C S,J,,,,, and, for each fE E(A), d,f= a, +(a) = a’, a set map 
such that dp(S,> C S,,,, and $f(li) = l,,~,. 
If Y = ((s,, e,), (q, eZ>, . . . , (s,,, e,,)) is a path from a,, in (A, S) (cf. Remark 
l.lS), define 
4(y) = ((+,,,(s~)~ 4(e,)), (4,,(QY He,)), . . . ) (4en_,(Sn)y +(en))) 7 
which is a path from a{, in (A’, S’); let $(Y),,~ be the corresponding reduced 
path, obtained by eliminating reversals. Then y++ 4(r)_, defines a tree mor- 
phism 6 : X+ X’ = (Am{J covering 4 : A - A’. It is easy to see that 4 is 
injective (resp., bijective) iff 4,,, and each 4f is injective (resp., bijective), in 
which case we call 4 an immersion (resp., a covering). 
Now suppose that (A, i) and (A’, i’) are edge-indexed graphs and 4 : A- A’ is 
a graph morphism. For a E A, e’ E E(A’), ~$(a) = do(e’), assume that 
(**) EI 
P ’ 
) i(e) zs ice’) 
Then we call 4 : (A, i)+ (A’, i’) an immersion, and a covering if (**) is an 
equality for all (a, e’) as above. For e E E(A), e’ E E(A’) choose pointed sets 
S,,S:. so that IS,1 = i(e) and IS<t,l = i(e’). I n view of (**) we can choose set maps 
4,,, and +f as above which are injective, and even bijective if 4 is a covering (cf. 
[IO, (541). 
Conclusion. Let 4 : (A, i) + (A’, i’) be un immersion, resp., a covering. Let 
a,, E A, a,#, = +(a,,). Then X= (Ax,) is isomorphic to a subtree of X’ = 
(Am;,), resp., isomorphic to X’. 
2.9. Themorphism&D. Let@=(4,(y)):A=(A,&)+A’=(A’,d’)beamor- 
phism as in Definition 2.1. We define the morphism 
&D=(4,(6)):A-+A 
so that the maps 4, +,, $, are unchanged but ‘y, is replaced by 6, = 1 for a E A, 
and for e E E(A), doe = a, 6, = yR1-yf = 6,’ 6, is unchanged. We further define 
8(e) = s,+(e)s,’ E S-(N). 
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Let ~,,,a E A. Let gE ~~[a,,, a], say g = ]YI where Y = (g,,, e,, g,, . . 3 s,,-17 
e,, , g,,). Then, from 2.2, 
Q(g) = (IY,,,~,,,,(g,,)y,i’)(r,,~(e,)y,’)(y,,,~,,(g,)y,‘) 
. . . (r,,i~(e,,:)r,‘)(y,~,(g,,)y,‘) . 
Here a,,, a,, . , a,, = a is the vertex sequence of y : a,,e, = a, ~, , ?J ,e, = a,. Hence 
K, , , , / 4 -y(, = 6, and y,’ y,, = 6 ,‘. It follows that 
Thus: For g E ~~[a~), a] we have 
Taking a = a,, we have 
It is immediate from Definition 2.6 that 6@ is an immersion (or a covering) iff @ is 
one. 
2.10. Proposition. Let A = (A, &) and A’ = (A’, ~4’) be graphs of groups, a,, E 
A, q’, E A’, r = v,(A, a,,), and r’ = r,(A), a,!,). Assume that the graphs A,A’ are 
finite, that the groups ~4:~ (a’ E A’) are finite, and that the groups tiU (a E A) are 
finitely generated. Then in Hom(T, r’), the homomorphisms of the form Qaa,, 
where a,, E A, and @ = (4, (y)) is a morphism A- A’ such that +(a,)) = a,‘,, form 
finitely many orbits under the conjugation action of r’ on Hom(T, r’). 
Proof. From 2.9 we see that, modulo conjugation from r’, @(,,,, is equivalent to 
(a@),,,, with a@ = (4, (6)) as in 2.9. It suffices therefore to see that the data 
(4, (6)) have only finitely many possibilities. There are only finitely many 
4 : A-+ A’ since A and A’ are finite. There are only finitely many 4, : tic,-+ d&,, 
since the source is finitely generated and the target is finite. For e E E(A), 
a,,e = a, there are only finitely many possible 6, in the finite group &4Ca). Finally 
the commutativity of diagram (2.1) shows that 4, : de-+ d&c, is determined by 
4, and 6,. 0 
2.11. The composition of morphisms 
@=(4.(y 1) @‘=(&‘. (Y’)) 
A-A’BA” 
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of graphs of groups is 
@“= (@‘, (y”)): A-A”, 
defined as follows 
+‘I= 4’04: A-PA". 
For a E A and e E E(A), 
Further we have 
It follows that, if a,,e = a, 
Thus we have, 
It remains to show that 
This follows from 
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This establishes that @” is indeed a morphism. For s E ~4” we have 
Q”(S) = y;+;(s)y::-’ 
= ~‘(~“Y,)Y,:(~,(s))Y:-‘~‘(.y,)-’ 
= ~‘(r,>~‘(~,(s))~‘(y,)~’ 
= @“(wt%(~)Y,‘) = @‘(@G)> . 
Moreover, 
@J”(e) = +$“(+/f- 
= ~‘(r,)~~~,)~‘(~(e))y~T,‘,~‘(y,)~’ 
= ~‘(r,>~‘(~(e))ds’(y,)~’ 
= @ ‘(Q(e)) . 
Thus 
@“= @‘o @ : r(A)+ IT 
It follows that 
and 
2.12. Isomorphisms. We see easily from 2.11 that CD = ($, (7)) is an isomorphism 
iff C$ is a graph isomorphism and all 4, and $, are group isomorphisms. In this 
case C’ = (+‘, (r’)), where +‘= 4-l : A’+ A, +&u, = +,:I, 4ice, = +:I, 
r&,, = @-‘b‘,>-‘> and ri(,, = @-‘(7,))‘. 
2.13. Automorphisms. The composition formulas show that we can define normal 
subgroups Aut’(A) (i = 1,2) by 
l+Aut’(A)+ Aut(A)+Aut(A) 
and 
l-Aut’(A)+Aut’(A)+ (n Aut(&<,)j x (n Aut(&<,)) 
a 6’ 
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These objects should be useful in studying automorphisms of r,(A, ao). 
2.14. Example. Given a graph of groups A = (A, dl) we have a projection 
@ : A-+ A, where we view A as the graph of trivial groups, and @ = (4, (7)) with 
4 = Id, and all yQ and ‘y, equal 1. We then obtain an exact sequence 
l+ N-+ r(A)-, r(A)+ 1, 
where N is the normal subgroup of r(A) generated by all &a (a E A). If a,, E Se 
then @ induces 
where A’,,, = N fl n,(A, a,) is the normal subgroup of r,(A, uo) generated by all 
&g-‘l gE ~[a,,, u] (cf 1.5, Example 3, and 1.19, Example 3). 
2.15. Suppose that @ = (I$, (7)) : A-+A’ is a subgruph of subgroups of A’, as in 
Corollary 1.14. Then @ is an immersion iff, for all e E E(A), doe = a, the 
inclusion induced map 
is injective, i.e. iff a:.&: fY A&(~ = CY,&~. In this case it follows from Proposition 2.7 
(see also Corollary 1.14) that QO,, :
(Aso) are injective for a, E A. 
r,(A, uo)-+ n, (A’, u,,) and 6 : (A>,,)+ 
This is the case, in particular, if &a = ti: and &? = ~5’: for all a E A, e E E(A). 
In this case we sometimes write A = A’/, and call A a subgraph of groups of A’. 
If, on the other hand, A = A’, then we call A a full graph of subgroups of A’. 
3. The quotient graph of groups of a group action on a graph 
3.1. Let r be a group acting on a connected graph X. We assume that r acts 
without inversions, i.e. that for s E r and e E E(X), se # 2. This implies that, for 
stabilizers, r, = r,, E) I r’ E (i = 0,l) and that we can form the quotient graph 
A = r\X. The quotient morphism p = p x : X+ A is locally surjective. In fact, 
for x E A, the local map 
P(x) : St%) -+ Q”( P(X)) 
is just the quotient map modulo the action of r,, as is readily seen 
3.2. We propose to construct a ‘quotient graph of groups’ A = (A, d). To this 
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end (cf. [8, (1.5.4)]) h c oose connected subgraphs T C S C X such that T is a tree, 
p : T-+ A is bijective on vertices, and p : S - A is bijective on edges, and, for 
each e E E(S) at least one of a,,e, ~9,e belongs to T. Denote the inverses of the 
bijections p : T+ A 
Note that C? = (e”). 
P(X)‘> and so that g, 
Now define ti by 
and p : E(S); E(A) iy a H a7 and e - es, respectively. 
For each x E S choose g, E r so that gxx E T, i.e. g,x = 
= 1 if x E T. 
for aE A, 
for e E E(A) , 
where (Ye = gsg-’ and g = ga,,CL,.s). This construction depends on the choices of 
TJ,( g, L.C. We shall sometimes denote A by 
if we wish to make the choices explicit. 
3.3. Define a homomorphism 
by the following effect on generators: 
l/J : &!qj = r,, % r for a E A (inclusion) , 
G(e) = g, := gi,l,ce.sjg;ll:F.sj for e E E(A) 
We must verify the defining relations 1.3 of r(A). First note that, 
evidently, g, = gJ ’ It remains to show that g,a,(s)g,’ = a,(s) in r for 
eE E(A) and SE dC = r,,. Put gi =ga,+.s) (i =O,l). Then g,ae(s)gpl = 
(g,g;‘)( g,sg,‘)( g,g,‘)-’ = g,sg,’ = a,(s), as required. 
Note that g, = 1 if es E E(T), i.e. if e E E( p( T)), and that p(T) is a maximal 
subtree of A. Thus $ factors as 
r(A) prol. T,@, A&-. 
For a,, E A we also write $U,, : n-,(A, u,,)+ r for the restriction of $; let 
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PA : (A<,,)+ A 
denote the canonical projection. 
3.4. Let a,, E A. We now wish to construct a $(,,,-equivariant morphism 
4 : ii (= (A>(,)) +X . 
The map ~[a,,, a] -+ X, y H $(r). aT, factors through ~[a,,, a] /&(, since tic, = C,I. 
For (Y E IT = r,(A, a,,), t,b(ay)u’- = $c,,,(a)(4(~). a’). Thus we have a $+,- 
equivariant map on vertices 
For y E ~[a,,, a], I&,,, = rdarm’ is mapped by $CZ,, to +(r)C,/@(r))’ = 
r ti(Y).O’ = G,,, . Thus $(,,,,, maps IIly,,, isomorphically to &,rl,. 
Next we detke C$ on edges, say 8 = ([r],, [yfe],) with y E QT[~,,, a], tE da, 
e E E(A), d,e = a, d,e = b. Put g, = g,,+.~, (i =O,l); recall that G(e) = g, = 
g,,g;‘. Now we put +(8) = y!~(yt). g,, . e”. Then d,&(8) = $(V)g+%(e”) = 
+(y)t(d,,e)‘= $(y)tuT = $(~)a’= 4([y],) = +(a,,%). Next note that 
4(g) = +(rte). g, .e” = t/474. g, . g&3 
= $(rt>. g,). (es> =4(g) 
From (1.5) we have I& = (yt)a,(~~I~)(yt))‘, 
maps onto $(rt). (g,,c.TgCy’). $(rt)-’ = 
which, in view of 3.2 and 3.3, I,/J~,, 
&+ ). Thus ICI,,, : Ii- r induces iso- 
morphisms on stabilizers, so N = Ker($J acts freely on A. 
3.5. Next consider the local structure of 4 at [-y],, y E QT[u~~, u]. Putting x = 
Nrl,) = 4(r). UT, we have a commutative diagram 
Let e E a{;‘(a), a,e = b, and g,, = gCa,,e.sI. The fiber map of ~~,,,,,,~ over e is the 
map 
(3.1) 
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where t varies over &a and [t], E &O/cu,(&e) = T,r/g,T,sgi’ (cf. 3.2 and 3.4). We 
claim that (3.1) is bijective. If +(%‘,r,,) = 4(%,,,,,) then +(y)tg,es = +(y)t’g,es so 
t-5’ E g,,$,sg,’ = (Y,(&~), whence [t], = It’],; thus (3.1) is injective. To show 
surjectivity suppose f~ E(X), a,f= @(~)a~, and p*(f) = e. We have 
%(+(7)~‘.0 = a’= g,,%(es) = d,,(goe”), so we can write 4(r))tf= tgOeS for some 
t E T, and necessarily t E TOT = do. Thus f= $J(%‘,~,,). Thus (3.1) is bijective, as 
claimed. 
From the bijectivity of the maps (3.1) it follows that 4 : (A>,,)- X is locally 
bijective, i.e. a covering. Therefore 4 is the quotient map for the free action of 
ri (X, _‘c,,) on (A>,,), where xg = ~~7, and we identify (A>,,) with (X>o). 
We now summarize our conclusions. 
3.6. Theorem. Consider the graph of groups 
r\x = (1-\x, d> 
constructed as in 3.2 relative to choices (T, S, ( gy)x,.s). 
(a) There is a homomorphism Cc, : r(T\\X)* r defined by q/~(s) = s for s E 
~4~ = cr(a E T\X) and t&(e) = g,g,’ f or e E E(T\X), where g, = g~,z~~l (i = 0,l). 
This 4 factors through a homomorphism I& : 7~~ (T\\X, pT)-+ r. 
(b) Let a,, E r\X, and let $(,,,, : 7~~ (r\\X, a,,) + r be the restriction of $. There is 
a cCr,,,-equivariant morphism 4 : Y = ( ,,)* X, over the identity map on 
r\X, defined by $([r],> = $(~).a’ (aE KY, YE ~[a,,, a]), and 4(g) = 
4(yt)g,,es jf g = ([rJt17 [Vel,) 1s an edge lying over e E E(T\X), d,,e = a, a,e = b. 
(c) 4 is a covering of graphs. For y E Y and e E E(Y), +!I~~, induces iso- 
morphisms TT, (T\\X, a,), -+ r4CYj and rl (T\X, 4, + &, . 
(d) There is an exact sequence, 
The assertions of (a), (b), and (c) follow from the discussion above. Putting 
17 = n,(T\\X, x,,) and N = Ker($(,,, : ITI+ r), it remains to show that $“,, is 
surjective and that N g n,(X, x0), where x,, = ax. Since 4 : Y* X is a covering it 
is surjective. Choose y,, E Y over x,,. Since II\ Y = r\X we have r. x,) = 
~p7 . x0 3 ~0 r = ~,,,,VW,,~ = k,p) 4JQ = (Cr,,,(Q by (4; thus A,, is wiec- 
tive. Let X’ = N\ Y. Since N acts trivially on X, I+!J : Y+ X factors through a 
morphism q : X’+ X. Since r = II/N, r acts on X’ so that q is r-equivariant. If 
x’ is a vertex or edge of X’ it follows from (c) that r,. = rq(‘,). Moreover, 
r\X’ = fl\Y = r\X. It now follows easily that q is an isomorphism. Thus the 
covering $ : Y+ X is the quotient modulo the free action (by (c)) of N, whence 
NZ Z-,(X,X,,). 
3.7. Corollary (cf. [S, Chapter I, Theorem 131). The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
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(a) X is a tree. 
(b) $I : (rm) + X is un isomorphism of graphs. 
(c) *<,,, : 7~~ (r\\X, a,,) + r is an isomorphism of groups. 0 
This is immediate from Theorem 3.6(c) and (d). 
3.8. Corollary. Let r, resp. r’, be groups acting without inversion on a tree X, 
resp., a connected graph X’. Form quotient graphs of groups r\\X, resp. r’\\X’, 
as in 3.2. Suppose that CD = (4, (y)) : r\X- r'\X', is a morphism. Then there 
is a corresponding homomorphism $ : r+ r’ and $-equivariant morphism 
4 : X+X’ inducing 4 : r\X + rl\xl. If @ is an immersion, resp. a covering, 
then $ is injective on stabilizers and 6 is an immersion, resp., a covering. 
In Section 4 we shall see that, conversely, every such pair (I/J, 6) arises from a 
morphism @ as above. 
Proof. Choose a,, E \X and put a,‘, = 4(u,,). By Corollary 3.7 we can identify 
r = r,(r\x, a,) 
- 
and X= (T\\X, a”). Put ff = r,(r’\\X’, ah) and 2’ = 
(rw;,). Th en we have a homomorphism QZti : r+ f’ and a QO,;equivariant 
morphism 6 : X+ Xf covering 4 : r\X -+ f’\X’ = r’\X’ (cf. Proposition 2.4). 
Moreover, from Theorem 3.6 we have a surjective homomorphism t+GOcr,; : fr+ r’ 
and a +OCr-equivariant covering 4’ : X’-+ X’ covering the identity map _on 
f’\r?’ = r\X. Now for the present corollary we take 4 = pOi, 0 QO,,, and 4 = 
4’ 0 6,. Suppose that @ is an immersion. Then $ is injective, so 4 is an immersion; 
if moreover @ is a covering then 6 is an isomorphism so 4 is a covering. Further 
@(,,, is injective, so $, like $L,,, is injective on stabilizers. 0 
3.9. Group actions with the same quotient graph. Let r 5 r’ be a group and 
subgroup acting without inversion on a graph X with the same quotient, 
A= r\x=rl\x 
Construct A = r\X = (A, &) relative to the data (T, S, ( g,),,s) as in 3.2. Then 
we can use the same data to construct A’ = r’\\X = (A, Se’). Then for a E A and 
e E E(A) we have 
If g = g,,,(c.s, and s E -Pe, then (Y:(S) = gsg-’ = a:(s). Thus, we have realized 
A = r\\X and A’ = r’\\X so that A is a ‘full graph of subgroups of A”, (cf. 2.15). 
3.10. Proposition (cf. [S, (11.2.6)]). Let A = (A, a) be a graph of groups. Assume 
that the groups JzZ() are finite of bounded orders, and put m = m(A) = lcm,,,]&l. 
Let Y be a set of cardinal m. 
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(a) There is an action of T(A) on Y so that each &<, acts freely on Y. 
(b) Let a,, E A, r = n, (A, a,,), and X = (Ax). Let y E Y. Then q, acts freely 
on X, and r, is a free subgroup of index m in r. Every torsion free subgroup of r 
is a free group of index a multiple of tn. 
Proof. (a) Let S denote the symmetric group of permutations of Y. For a E A, 
1 tic,\ divides m, so we can define 4, : dc, -+ S so that di, acts freely on Y. Let 
e E E(A), a,,e = a, a,e = b. Then 4, (Y, and 4h (Y? define two free actions of &? on 
Y so they must be isomorphic, i.e. there exists h, E S such that ad(h,)4,cu, = 
$,(Y, on &? ; we can clearly choose h, = hr ’ . This done we have the relations 
necessary to define 4 : n(A)-+ S so that $I,-I,, = I$, (a E A) and 4(e) = h, (e E 
E(A)), whence (a). 
(b) Let x = [gl, E X (g E 4% a]). Then r, =g&(,g-’ (see (1.4)), so rl. acts 
freely on Y. Hence, for y E Y, r,. fI r, = (1) for all x E X, i.e. TV acts freely on X. 
Thus cV is the free group n,(T,,\X) (by 1.21 and Corollary 3.7). Moreover, 
[r:q=py+m=lYI. 
Let r’ be a torsion free subgroup of r. For x E X, r, is finite so r’ fl r, = (1). 
Hence r’ acts freely on X and, as above, r’ is the free group rr,(r’\X). 
Moreover, c acts freely on r’\r, so [r : r’] is divisible by 1~1 for all x E X. 
It follows that m divides [r : r’]. Taking r’ = r,. above we conclude that 
[r:q=m. Cl 
4. Morphisms induced on quotient graphs of groups 
4.1. We consider groups T,T’ acting without inversions on connected graphs 
X,X’, respectively, and a morphism (4, 4) : (r, X)-+ (r’, X’). This signifies that 
$ : r- r’ is a group homomorphism and C$ : X+X’ is a $-equivariant graph 
morphism. There is then an induced quotient morphism 
&A= r\x+ A’= rf\xl. 
Let 
A=T\\X=(A,&) and A’ = r’\‘X’ = (A’, ~4’) 
be quotient graphs of groups defined as in 3.2. We propose to use (4, 4) to 
construct a morphism 
@ = (6, (7)) : A-A'. 
4.2. Say that A is formed relative to choices X > S > T, ( g,)lES, and A’ is formed 
relative to choices X’ 1 S’ 2 T’, (g:.)x.,,s., as in 3.2. We have the commutative 
diagram 
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where ps, ps, are bijective on edges, with inverses e ++ es and e’ H e’“‘, and 
are bijective on vertices, with inverses u H u T PT, PT’, and a’ea “‘. For x E S, 
X’ E S’, g,(x) E T, g:.(x’) E T’, g, = 1 if x E T, and g:, = 1 if x’ E T’. 
For a E A, e E E(A), choose h,,h, E r’ so that 
h,@(a’) = $(u)~’ , h,+(e”) = 6(e)” , h, = h, (4.1) 
Suppose that a,,e = a. Let x = ao(e”) and x’ = a,($(e)“‘). Then we have the 
picture 
It follows that 
(4.2) 
Now define homomorphisms 
_ 
(4.3) 
Then we have a commutative diagram, for a,,e = a, and x = a,,(e”), x’ = 
We have the surjective homomorphisms (cf. Theorem 
(4.4) 
3.6) 
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*;;,, : n,(A’, 4(u))+ r’, so we can choose 
for a E A. Then putting ye = ‘y,6, (8, as in (4.2)) for e E E(A), doe = a, we have 
defined a morphism 
@=(+,(y)):A+A’. 
4.3. We now show that @ ‘recovers’ the original morphism (y!~,, 4), in the 
following sense. Recall from Theorem 3.6 the homomorphism $* : x(A)-+ r 
defined by 
l/IA(S) = s for s E tic, = c,~ (a E A) 
$“(e) = g, = m5’ for e E E(A), gj = ga,(,.sj (i = 0,l) . 
(4.6) 
For a,, E A this restricts to $I:, : r,(A, a,,)+ r. We also have a $t,-equivariant 
morphism 
defined as follows (cf. Theorem 3.6). For gE ~-*[a,,, a] we have 
For an edge 8 = ([g],, [gte],) of (A;,,), where tE do, eE E(A), a,$ = a, 
d, e = b, and g,, = ga,,Cc.yj, we have 
+:,,(a) = Icl”( gt)g,$ . (4.7), 
With a;, = $(a,,) we similarly have I+!J”’ : m(A’-, r’ and a $tSi-equivariant 
morphism $I:; : (As,‘,)+ X’ defined analogously. 
4.4. Proposition. The following diagrams are commutative: 
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4.5. Corollary. If X and X’ are trees then (by Corollary 3.7) the vertical arrows in 
4.4(a),(b) permit us to identify T,(A, a(,) = r, T~(A’, a;,) = r’, (A>,)) = X, 
and (As;,) = X’. This done, we have (+, 4) = (Qu,,, @<,,,). 0 
4.6. Corollary. If X and X’ are trees then @ is an immersion (resp., a covering) iff 
I,!J is injective and 4 is injective (resp., bijective). 0 
This follows from Corollary 4.5 and Proposition 2.7. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. (a) It suffices to check commutativity on generators of 
T(A), namely s E s4, = TO, (a E A) and e E E(A). 
(cr”‘P(s>> = +%,&(s)r,‘) (by (2.2)) 
= h,‘(CrA’(ha(CI(s)h,*)h, (by (4.5) and (4.3)) 
= h,‘(h,Wh,‘)h, (by (4.6)) 
= ‘Ns) = GW”(s)) (by (4.6)) . 
Say doe = a, a,e = b, g, = gi,,+.~), g: = ga,cic,I.s,) (i = O,l). Then with g, = g,,gL’ and 
I 
g;,,, = gag 1 ‘-’ we have 
+(lCrA(e)) = +(g,) (by (4.6)) 3 
while 
CC@(e)> = ~~(x.~(e>r~‘> (by (2.2)) 
= +“(r,G4e)~i’ri’> 
= h,‘&.g&+?;‘h, (by (4.5) and (4.6)) 
= h,‘(&,9(g,,)h,‘gb-‘)(&?-‘)(U(g’)hT’g’l-I)-%, 
(by (4.2)) 
= GG,‘h,+(g’)-’ = +(g&‘) (h, = h,) 
= ‘N&Y,). 
(b) Let a E A, g E mA[a,, a]. Then 
~(~~,([gl,) = +(G”(g)- a’) (by (4.7),) 
= $($“( g))+(ar) (4 is $-equivariant) , 
while 
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A’ - A’ 
~.,;(@&lJ = 4L;,w(dYJl,,,,) 
= +A’(@(g)rJ. &Q)~’ (by (4.7),) 
= d~~‘(@(g))~b’~(a)~’ (by (4.5)) 
= ti”‘(@(g))+(J) (by (4.1)) 
= WA(g)M(aT) (by Proposition 4.4(a)) 
Now consider an edge 8 = ([g],, [g&l,,) of (A>,)). Here eE E(A), d,,e = a, 
d,e = b, t E d(, = r,~. Put a’ = &a), b’ = 4(b), g,, = gdi,c,.s,, go = ga,,cLcrjs,j. Then 
and 
@(gte)x = ~(g)(y,~,(t)y,‘)(y,~(e)y,‘)y, (by (2.2)) 
= ~(g)y,(k,~(t)k,‘)G,~(e)Sr’ (by (4.3)) 9 
SO 
Now therefore. 
d$(@J~)) = ~“‘(~(g)y,(k,~(t)k,‘)6,)g~~(e)“’ (by (4.7),) 
= 1CIA’(~(g))kb’(k,ll(t)k,‘)6,gh~(e)”’ 
(by (4.5) and (4.6)) 
= ~(~A(g))(Cl(t)k,‘(k,,~(g,,)k,‘g~,~’)gl,~(e)” 
(by Proposition 4.4(a) and (4.2)) 
= Icr(lcr”(g)tg,,)kl’~(e)“’ 
= G(+“(gt)g,,)+(c”) (by (4.6) and (4.1)) 
= 4(+“( gt)g$) (4 is $-equivariant) 
= 4(5Q9) (by (4.7),) q 
4.7. Example. Suppose that X is a tree. Put G = Aut(X) and consider the 
normalizer NG(r), which acts naturally on A = r\X, whence an exact sequence 
l+ N;(T)+ N,(T)+ Aut(A) 
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Let g E N,;(T). Then 4 = g : X + X is equivariant for 9 = ad(g) : r+ T, whence 
an automorphism Q(g) = (2, (7)) of r\\X= (A, d). If g E N;(T), i.e. S= 1, 
then, in constructing Q(g) (cf. 4.2) we can choose h, = h, = g-’ for all a E A, 
e E E(A). This done, we then have y(, = g and 6, = 1 for all a E A, e E E(A), 
where we identify r with n,(T\\X, a) for all a E A. Moreover, the homo- 
morphisms g, and S, of vertex and edge groups are all identities. 
5. The Conjugacy Theorem 
5.1. Let X be a tree, G = Aut(X), and H a subgroup of G acting without 
inversion on X, We define 
G, = ‘Aut(X, H\)’ 
={gEGlgxEH x and ge E He for all x E X, e E E(X)} . 
(5.1) 
Clearly H is a subgroup of the group G,, 
H\X = G,\X , (5.2) 
and G, also acts without inversion on X. 
5.2. Theorem. If r 5 G,, acts freely on X then there is a g E G,, such that 
gTg-’ 5 H. 
5.3. Corollary. Suppose H,H’ 5 G and H\X = H’\X. If r 5 H’ acts freely on X 
then there is a g E G, (= GHS) such that grg-’ 5 H. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We first present a proof using the theory developed above. 
Following that we present a simpler direct proof due to the referee. 
Put A = H\X = G,\X, B = r\X, and let 4 : B+ A be the natural projection 
(r 5 GH). To form quotient graphs of groups 
H\X= (A, W and A= G,\X= (A, a) 
we can use the same data X> S > T, (gx),,s as in 3.2 (see 3.9). Then we have 
SYO 5 &(,, xc, 5 &,, and (Y:[? = CY~“~ for all a E A, e E E(A). In other words, 
H\\X is a (full) graph of subgroups of A (cf. 2.13). Moreover, the inclusion 
morphism 
I : H\\X + A = G,\\X (5.3) 
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is a covering (Corollary 4.6). Hence, for f E E(A), d,,f= a, the inclusion induced 
map 
is bijective (Definition 2.6). 
Now form the quotient graph of (trivial) groups (since r acts freely), r\\X = 
(B, a), and a covering morphism @ = (4, (7)) : T\\X+A induced by r 5 G,. 
Here (y) is a family of elements -yb E rr,(A, 4(b)) (b E B), and elements y<, 
(e E E(B)) such that, if a,,e = b, then ye = ~!,6, with 6, E &+(h). The fact that @ is 
a covering is expressed as follows (cf. Definition 2.6). Consider any b E B, 
a = 4(b), and &,) : StR(b)+StA(a). Then for any f E St”(a), the map 
4,:(f)- 41, = 4Jff zf f f’ e 6 [%,I, (5.5) 
is bijective. (In this formulation we use the fact that r\\X = (B, 3) is a graph of 
trivial groups to replace the one element sets B3,/p, B3, by {e} for e E St’(b).) 
Now in view of the bijection (5.4) above we can find S,” E xc, so that 
[%I f= [a 2, in ~4,~~ . (5.6) 
Moreover, S,” is unique modulo +R,. Now choose any -yr E n,(H\X, 4(b)) for 
bE B and put r:=rrsr for e E E(B), d,,e = b. Then we have defined a 
morphism 
QH = (4, (yH)) : r\\X = (B, 93)+ H\\X= (A, Z) . 
Moreover, the bijections (5.4) and (5.5), together with (5.6), show that the maps 
4&f>- %f = XJff 26 f f’ e+Ylf (5.7) 
are bijective. Hence, by Definition 2.6, 
cDH is a covering . (5.8) 
Choose a base point b,, E B, and put a,, = qh(b,,). Then, in view of (5.8), we 
have a monomorphism 
and a Oc,-equivariant isomorphism 
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making the following quotient diagram commute: 
(5.9) 
We similarly have a commutative diagram, 
PI’ I’ PH (5.10) 
B-A-A 
dJ Id 
Using Corollary 3.7 and Proposition 4.4 we can identify all the universal covers 
above with X, the fundamental groups with r, G,, and H, from left to right, 
respectively, and then (5.10) becomes the diagram 
X X X 
PI’ mod I‘ P mod G,, PH mod H 
B-A A h 
With these identifications the diagram (5.9) takes the form 
x”x 
(5.11) 
where g E Aut(X) is equivariant for a monomorphism A : r+ H corresponding to 
@z,. Thus gy = A(y)g for y E r, so gTg_’ = h(T) 5 H. Further the commutative 
diagram (5.11) shows that gE G,. 0 
Remark. The element g above depends on the elements rr,r,” = -yF6: (eE 
E(B), doe = b). Any other choices of the 8,” would be of the form 6,“a!,(h,) with 
h, E SYbcc,. This shows that, for the family of morphisms QH = (4, (yH)) as above 
(from which g is obtained as 6:,, modulo identifications) (6,) is parametrized by 
n eEE(B) x4(?,. For fixed (&J, varying Yb,, H in r,(H\\X, a,,) = H has the effect of 
modifying ad(g) : r- H by an inner automorphism of H (cf. 2.9). 
5.4. Referee’s proof of Theorem 5.2. Choose subtrees T C S C X so that 
T* r\X is bijective on vertices, S+ r\X is bijective on edges, and each e E ES 
has an end point in T. Let E,, = {e E ES - ET 1 doe E T}. For e E E,, let my, denote 
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the unique element of r such that y,a,e E T. By [8, (I, 3.3), Theorem 4’ a] r is 
freely generated by (7, ) e E E,,}. Choosing h, E H so that h,e = -y<,e (which is 
possible because r preserves H-orbits) we can thus define a homomorphism 
4 : r-+ H by +(y(,) = h, for e E E,,. We shall see that 4 is injective. 
We define a 4-equivariant morphism g : X-X as follows. For x E VX U EX 
we put g(x) = +( y)y, where x = yy for unique y E r and y E VT U ES, since r 
acts freely. It is clear that g is thus well defined and +-equivariant. Moreover, 
g(x) = 4(Y)Y ‘x with 4(y)y-’ E G,, so g preserves H-orbits. It remains to 
show that g is a tree automorphism. 
Let u E VT. It is easy to see that St(u) C ES U {-yet? 1 e E E,,}. By the construc- 
tion of 4 and g, g is the identity on the latter set, and g(u) = U. Thus g induces a 
bijection St(U)+ St( g(u)) for u E VT. Since g is 4-equivariant and VX = r. VT it 
follows that g is a tree morphism which is locally bijective, hence an isomorphism. 
Thus gE G, and, for y E r, gay = 4(r)og, i.e. 4(y) = goyog-‘. Hence $ is 
injective, and the theorem is proved. 0 
We close with an observation about the group G,,. 
5.5. Proposition. If H acts freely on X then G, = H. 
Proof. If x E X then G, . x = H. x, so G, = H . (G,)., . Say g E (G,,), Since 
X* H\X = G,\X is a covering the vertex stabilizer at x acts trivially on St(x). 
Thus g fixes all neighbors of X, so the tree of fixed points of g must be all of 
x. 0 
II. Minimal and discrete tree actions 
6. Classification of tree automorphisms; hyperbolic length 
6.1. Notation. We fix a tree X, in which the edge path distance function is 
denoted d. Further G = Aut(X). We recall some basic facts about auto- 
morphisms, for which the reader can consult [lo, Section 31, [8, (1.6.4)] or [l, 
Section 61. 
6.2. Hyperbolic length. For s E G we define the hyperbolic length l(s) E .?I’, and 
X,$ C X, as follows. 
We put l(s) = 0, X, = 8, and call s an inversion, if the following equivalent 
conditions hold. 
(i) se = 2 for some e E E(X). 
(ii) s* fixes a vertex of X, but s fixes none. 
(iii) For some x E X, d(sx, x) is odd and the (s) -orbit of x is (6.1) 
bounded. 
(iv) For every x E X, the conditions of (iii) hold. 
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If s is not an inversion then we put 
I(s) = I$; d(sx, x) ) (6.2) 
x, = {x E x ) d(sx, x) = f(s)} . (6.3) 
Then X, is the set of vertices of a subtree of X, which we also denote X, , and call 
the characteristic subtree of s. For any x E X we have 
If 
If 
acts 
I(s) = 0 then X, is the tree of fixed points of s, and we call s elliptic. 
l(s) > 0 we call s hyperbolic. In this case X, is a linear tree (g Z) on which s 
by a translation of amplitude f(s). Such an s has infinite order. 
For s,t E G and IZ E Z we have I(?) = ]nll(s), I(tstC’) = l(s), and t_Y, = X,,,-I. 
6.3. Proposition. There is a homomorphism T : G + Z 122 such that 
d(sx, x) = l(s) + 2d(x, X,) (6.4) 
I(s) = (d(sx, x) mod 2) for all x E X 
Put G” = Ker(i). Then G” contains no inversions. Ifs E G is not an inversion then 
<s) = (l(s) mod 2). 
Proof. The last assertion follows from (6.4). The fact that d(sx, x) is odd when s 
is an inversion is just (6.l)(iv) above, and follows, for example, by applying (6.4) 
to the barycentric subdivision X’ of X, where s acquires a (unique) fixed vertex. 
For x,y,z E X there is a 
Y 
ji 
! x---z 
W 
vertex w such that [x, y] tl [x, z] n [y, z] = {w}, and we have 
d(x, y) + d( y, 2) = 4x, z) + 24w, y) . (6.5) 
Writing d = d mod 2, it follows that d(x, y) + d(y, z) = d(x, z). Now for s,t E G 
and x E X we have I<st) = d(stx, x) = d(stx, sx) + d(sx, x) = d(tx, x) + i(s) = L(t) + 
I(s); hence ris a homomorphism, and the proposition is proved. 0 
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6.4. Remark. The same proposition and proof applies to ‘A-trees’ X (cf. [l]), 
and yields a homomorphism I: Am(X)+ A /2r\. 
6.5. Proposition. Let X’ denote the barycentic subdivision of X, and G’ the 
canonical image of G in Aut(X’). 
(a) G’ 5 Aut(X’)“; in particular, G’ acts without inversion on X’. 
(b) G’ = Aut(X’) unless Xz Z. 
Proof. Let d’ denote the distance function on X’. We have XC X’ (where we 
identify X and X’ with their vertex sets) and d’(x, y) = 2d(x, y) for x,y E X, 
whence (a). Moreover, for x E X, X = {x’ E X’ 1 d(x, x’) is even}. 
Suppose that there is an s E Aut(X’), s $?G’. Then sx@X for some x E X. 
Hence d(sx, x) is odd for some, and hence all, x E X (cf. Proposition 6.3). Thus, 
for all x E X, SJZ is a barycenter vertex, so i,.(sx) = 2. But i,,(snc) = ix,(x) = ix(x). 
Consequently all vertices of X have index 2. Any tree with this property is z Z, 
whence (b). Cl 
6.6. Remark. The same reasoning applies if X is a connected graph, not neces- 
sarily a tree. One concludes then that G’ = Aut(X’) unless X s ZlnZ for some 
n 20, i.e. either a line or an n-gon. 
6.7. Call two edges e, f of a tree X coherent if, in a linear subtree containing e and 
f, they are coherently oriented; equivalently, if the interval [doe, a,f] contains 
exactly one of e and f. For example, if s E Aut(X) and e E E(X,s) then e and se 
are coherent. Conversely, we have the following: 
6.8. Lemma. Let e E E(X) and s E Aut(X). Zf e and se # e are coherent then s is 
hyperbolic and e E E(X,). 
Proof. Let a = a,e. Then replacing s by s -’ if necessary, we have that se is not 
contained in [a, sa] but e is by the coherence assumption. Hence [a, sa] n 
[sa, s’a] = {su}. It follows easily that Y = UnEz [~“a, ~“+‘a] is an axis of transla- 
tion for s, so s is hyperbolic and Y = X, (cf. [l , p. 3301). 
7. Minimal actions 
7.1. We consider a group r acting on a tree X. Then each s E r defines an 
automorphism of X, which has a length I(s) in the sense of 6.2. We call I : r+ Z 
the (hyperbolic) length function of the action. 
7.2. Proposition (cf. [lo, (3.4)], or [l, (7.5)]). Suppose that l(r) = (0). Then one 
of the following occurs. 
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(i) rfixes a vertex of X. 
(ii) There is a (unique) edge e of X such that r. e = {e, .?}. 
(iii) There is a (unique) end E of X fixed by IY In case (iii), if x,, E X and if 
x,, x,, x2, . . . is the vertex sequence of the geodesic path [x,, E) from xg to E, then 
r is the infinitely ascending union of the vertex stabilizers c,, (n = 0, 1,2, . .). 
7.3. Corollary. Zf l(r) = (0) and if r is finitely generated and acts without 
inversions on X then r fixes a vertex of X. This is the case if r is finite and acts 
without inversions on X. 0 
Proof of Proposition 7.2. Suppose that r contains an inversion s, say se = I? with 
e E E(X). According to [l, (7.5)], r fixes a unique vertex of X’, the barycentric 
subdivision of X, namely the barycenter of e. Thus we must have case (ii). 
Assume now that r acts without inversion. For s E r, X, is the tree of fixed 
points of s. Since l(r) = 0, any finite number of the X, have nonempty intersec- 
tion [l, (7.4) and (2.28)]. If n,,,.X, #0 we have case (i). Otherwise, by [l, 
(2.28) and (7.5)], we have case (iii). 0 
7.4. Definition. Call the action of r on X minimal if X is the only r-invariant 
subtree of X. 
7.5. Proposition (cf. [lo, (3.5)]). Zf Z(r) f (0) then there is a unique minimal 
r-invariant subtree Xr of X. We have 
x,. = I._, x,. 
SEl‘.l(S)>O 
Proof. If I(s) > 0 then every (s) -invariant subtree of X contains X, (cf. [l, 
(6.6)]). It suffices therefore to show that U X, (s E r, I(s) > 0) is connected. This 
follows since, if s,t E r, l(s),l(t) > 0, then either X, fl X, f 0 or else l(st) > 0 and 
X,, meets both X, and X, (cf. [l, (S.l)]). 0 
7.6. Corollary. Let N be a normal subgroup of lY If Z(N) # (0) then X, = X,. 
Proof. Clearly X, c X,. To show the reverse inclusion it suffices to show that X,,, 
is r-invariant. But for s E r we have sX, = Xshis-, = X,,,. 0 
7.7. Corollary. Let q,,r, be commensurable subgroups of r. If l(q,) f (0) then 
l(r,) # (0) and X,-, = Xr,. 
Proof. Replacing r, by r’, n r,, we can reduce to the case r, I r’. Then r, 
contains a normal subgroup N of finite index, say n, in r,. If s E r, and I(s) > 0 
then sn E N and I(,?) = m(s) > 0. Now by Corollary 7.6, X, = X,-,. Since X, C 
Xr, C Xc,,, this proves the corollary. 0 
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7.8. Proposition. Suppose that T,T’ act on X with r\X = r’\X. 
(a) A subtree Y of X is r-invariant iff Y is r’-invariant. Hence r acts minimally 
iff r 1 acts minimally. 
(b) l(r) # 0 iff l(r’) # 0. In this case X,- = Xr,. 
Proof. (a) If Y is r-invariant and y E Y then T’y = Ty C Y so Y is r’ invariant. 
(b) Say s E r and l(s) > 0. Let e be an edge of X,. Then e and se # e are 
coherent (in the sense of 6.7). Since r. e = r’. e we have se = s’e for some 
s’ E r’. It follows then from Lemma 6.8 that l(s’)(= I(s)) > 0. The last assertion of 
(b) now follows from (a). 0 
7.9. Proposition. Consider a group r acting on a tree X. 
(a) Zf r\x is fi ‘t ru e and r, is finitely generated for all x E X then r is finitely 
generated. 
(b) If r is finitely generated and r acts minimally on X then r\X is finite. 
Proof. After subdividing, if necessary, we may assume that r acts without 
inversion. Set A = r\\X = (A, &), A = r\X and choose a0 E A. If A is finite and 
all &a (a E A) are finitely generated then r (= r,(A, a,,)) is evidently finitely 
generated, whence (a). 
Since r is the inductive union of the G-,(A~,. , a,), where A’ ranges over finite 
subgraphs of A containing a,,, it follows that, if r is finitely generated, then 
r = n,(Al,., a,,) for some finite A’. If further r acts minimally on X then, by 
Proposition 7.12, A’ = A; hence r\X is finite. 0 
Remark. Assertion (a) holds even if X is only a connected graph, since 
mI(A, a,,)+ r is still then surjective (Theorem 3.6). 
7.10. Let A = (A, &) be a graph of groups. If a,, E A then r = x,(A, a,,) acts on 
X = (A?,). We now want to describe minimality conditions for this action 
directly in terms of A. 
If A’ is a connected subgraph of A we write Al,. = (A’, &I,.,,) for the subgraph 
of groups obtained by restriction to A’. For a,, E A’ the homomorphism 
r,(Ak a”)+ n,(A, a,,) is injective (Corollary 1.14); we view it as an inclusion. 
We call A a minimal graph of groups if TT~(AI,, a,,) = n, (A, a,) only for A’ = A. 
At the other extreme when A’ = {a,,}, we say that the vertex a, E A dominates A 
if -&I = r,(A, a,,). 
If A = B U B’ where B and B’ are connected subgraphs of A meeting in a 
single vertex b (with E(B) fl E(B’) = 0) then we call (B, b) a branch of A at 6. 
Finally, by a terminal vertex of A we mean a vertex a E A so that there is a unique 
edge e with doe = a, and further (Y, : sic- da is an isomorphism. 
7.11. Lemma. Let A = (A, &) be a graph of groups and a, E A. The following 
conditions are equivalent. 
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(a) a,, dominates A. 
(b) A is a tree and, for all Ed E(A) such that d(a,e, a,,) > d(d,e, a,,), 
(Y, : se,- 54. d,,E is an isomorphism. 
Under these conditions, a terminal vertex of A other than a,, is a terminal vertex 
of A. 
Proof. (a) + (b) Since ““e,,, lies in the kernel of the surjection n,(A, q,)-+ 
r,(A, a,,), A must be a tree. Let e E E(A), a = a,e, b = a,e, and d(a, a,) > 
d(b, a,,). Let (e,, . . . , e,) be the reduced edge path in A from a,, to 6. Suppose 
that there is a SE&~, g~Z’a,&~. Then r=(e ,,..., e,,E,g,e,c,, ,..., E,) 
represents an element IyI E rr,(A, a,) which, since y is reduced of length 2n + 
1 > 0, does not belong to da,,, by Corollary 1.10. This contradicts the hypothesis. 
The last assertion is an immediate consequence of (b). 
(b) + (a) Let A, denote the ball of radius r centered at a,, in the tree A. It 
suffices to show that, for r?O, $, : vI(AIA,, a,,)-+ ~T,(AI~,+,, a,) is an iso- 
morphism. Let a be a terminal vertex of A I+, , and let e be the edge with a,e = a. 
Then b = a,e E A,.. Let y be the edge path from a, to b. If g E d0 then g = (Y<,(S) 
for some s E de, by hypothesis. Hence in T(A) we have 
Cge = e -‘q(s)e = a,-(s) E db 
Hence (y, E, g, e, 7) represents an element of QT,(A(~,, a,,). It follows that +,, is 
surjective, and hence an isomorphism. 0 
7.12. Proposition. Let A = (A, &) be a graph of groups, a,, E A, r = n(A, a,,), 
and X = (A>,). The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) The action of r on X is minimal. 
(b) A is minimal (cf. 7.10). 
(c) Zf (B, b) is a brunch of A (cf. 7.10) and b dominates Al, then B = {b}. 
These conditions imply: 
(d) A has no terminal vertices. 
Zf A is finite (or even of finite diameter) then (d) is equivalent to the other 
conditions. 
Proof. (b) $J (a) Let Y C X be a r-invariant subtree. Then we can construct 
r\\Y+ r\\X = A so that the former is a full subgraph of groups of A. If A is 
minimal we must have r\Y = r\X, hence Y = X. 
(a)+(b) Let A’ = A(,( and a, E A’. It follows from Proposition 2.7 that 
Y = (AGO)-+ X = (A>,) is injective. Since T,(A’, an)+ r = T,(A, ao) is, by 
hypothesis, an isomorphism, Y defines a r-invariant subtree of X. Thus (a) 
implies that Y = X, hence A’ = A. 
(b)+(c) Let(B,6)beabranchofA,sayA=BUB’,BnB’={b},E(B)n 
E(B’) = 0. Then it is easily seen from the normal forms (e.g. Corollary 1.13) that 
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If b dominates A(, then the left factor collapses to tib and so n,(Al B,, b) = 
T, (A, b). By minimality of A we must have B’ = A, hence B = {b}. 
(c)+(b) Say a,, E A’ CA and TI-,(A/,., a,,) = r,(A, a”). Then rr,(A’, a,,)-+ 
n,(A, a,,) is surjective, so it follows that A is obtained from A’ by attaching a 
rooted tree (Bb, b) to each vertex b E A’. Clearly (Bhr 6) is a branch of A at b. If 
y,, is a path in A’ from a,, to b then it is clear that 
Our hypothesis implies that the left side equals the left factor on the right side. It 
follows that &b = 7r(AlBh, b), i.e. b dominates AIBh. By hypothesis (c) we must 
have B, = {b}. This being true for all b E A’, it follows, as required, that A’ = A. 
(c) 3 (d) Let e E E(A) with a = a,,e a terminal vertex of A. Let b = d,e and B 
the subgraph with vertices u,b and edges e,E. Then since a is a terminal vertex of 
A, b dominates A(,. Further (B, b) is clearly a branch of A, thus violating (c). 
(d) + (c) when A has finite diameter. Let (B, b) be a branch of A such that b 
dominates Al,. If B # {b} then, since B is a tree of finite diameter, B has a 
terminal vertex a # b. But then it is clear that a must be a terminal vertex of A, 
contrary to assumption (d). 0 
8. Discrete actions 
We consider a group r acting on a tree X. We assume that all actions are 
without inversion. 
8.1. Definition. We say that r acts discretely on X if r, is finite for all x E X. In 
particular 
N = Ker(T-+ Am(X)) 
is then finite. Recall that the action is called effective (or faithful) if N = (1). 
8.2. Proposition. If r acts discretely on X then X is locally finite iff r\X is locally 
finite. 0 
If p : X+ r\X is the natural projection and x E X then p : St(x)+ St( p(x)) is 
the quotient modulo the finite group r, , whence St(x) is finite iff St( p(x)) is finite. 
8.3. Theorem. Suppose that P acts discretely on X and l(l) # 0. Let Xr be the 
minimal r-invariant subtree (cf. Proposition 7.5). 
(a) N = Ker(T-+ Aut(X,.)) is the largest finite normal subgroup of r. 
(b) r is finitely generated iff P\X,. is finite. In this case P has only finitely many 
conjugacy classes of finite subgroups. 
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(c) Suppose that m(r) = lcm,,,,x,_ Ic] is finite, e.g. that r is finitely generated. 
Then r contains a free subgroup of index m(r), and every free subgroup has index 
divisible by m(r). 
Proof. (a) Since r acts discretely, N is finite. Let M be a finite normal subgroup of 
r. By Corollary 7.3 M has a (nonempty) tree Y of fixed points. Normality of M 
implies that Y is r-invariant. Hence X,. C Y, so M 9 N. 
Assertion (b) is immediate from Proposition 7.9. 
(b) The first assertion is immediate from Proposition 7.9. Let F 5 r be finite. 
By Corollary 7.3, F 5 IY, for some x E X,. Since T\X,. is finite, there are only 
finitely many conjugacy classes of the finite groups r, (x E X,.), whence (b). 
(c) Form r\X = (A, ~4). Then r= r,(A, a,,) for a,, E A, by Corollary 3.7. 
Hence assertion (c) follows from Proposition 3.10(b). 0 
In the next theorem, (a) =$ (b) follows from Theorem 8.3, while (b) 3 (a) is a 
well-known result of Karass, Pietrowski, and Solitar [4], which we quote for 
reference. 
8.4. Theorem. The following conditions on a finitely generated group r are 
equivalent. 
(a) r acts discretely on a tree. 
(b) r is virtually free (i.e. has a free subgroup of finite index). 0 
8.5. Corollary. The following conditions on a group I’ are equivalent. 
(a) r acts discretely, effectively, and minimally on a tree X with finite quotient 
r\x. 
(b) r is finitely generated, virtually free, and has no non trivial finite normal 
subgroup. 0 
8.6. Proposition. Let r act discretely on X and let N be a subgroup of r. 
(a) If p : N\X+ r\X h as a finite fiber then N\T is finite. 
(b) Suppose that N is finitely generated and normal in r. Then either N is finite 
or N\T is finite. 
Proof. (a) If x E X and N\Tx is finite then N\TIT, is finite and so, since r, is 
finite, N\T is finite. 
(b) Consider the hyperbolic length function 1 : r-+ Z. If l(N) = 0 then, since N 
is finitely generated and acts without inversion, it follows from Corollary 7.3 that 
N 5 r’ for some x E X, so N is finite. 
If I(N) # 0 then, by Corollary 7.6, X, = X,.; denote this tree by Y. Since N is 
finitely generated it follows from Theorem 8.3(b) that N\Y is finite. Hence 
N\Y+ r\ Y has finite fibers, so N\T is finite by (a). 0 
8.7. Proposition. (‘Intersection Fiber Lemma’) Let r be a group acting on a set S. 
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Let r,,r, 5 r be a subgroups and r’ = c, fl r, . For s E S let its class modulo &,, 
r,, r’, respectively, be denoted [s&, [s], , [s]‘. Define p : r’\S+ (T,,\S) x (I’,\S) 
by PGsI’) = ([slw [sl,). Th en > for s E S, there is a natural bijection 
+ : P-‘([s],,, [s],)+ &,\(4 n r,. wr,, 9 [tl’*, bO’YJ1 ) 
where t = ‘yes = 7,s (3: E C, i = O,l). 
Proof. p([t]‘) = ([s]“, [s],) iff t = -yes = -y,s for some 7, E r] (i = O,l>, in which 
case Y~‘Y, E r, n I”. I’,. If also t = y,‘,s = yls with y[! E c (i = 0,l) then Y~‘-‘x E 
q), (i = 0,1) and SO ,,[Y~~‘Y;], = JY~;‘Y,], in I;,.,\r,iI’,,. Thus 4 is well defined. 
Injectivity: Say 4([t]‘) = 4([t’]‘). Writing t = ‘y,,s = 7,s and t’ = yhs = yls as 
above we then have o[y6-‘y~], = o[yO’y,],, so Y~~‘Y; =6cY’~cY’~,61 for SOme 
6; E 4, (i = 0,I). Put y’ = y0y06,y~~’ = y,6,yl-’ E 4, n q = r’. Then t = yes = 
Y,,~,,s = ~~yo~,,y,J-‘(y~s) = y’t’, so [t]‘= [t’]‘. Thus 4 is injective. 
Surjectivity: Let y, E c (i = 0,l) so that 6 = yi’y, E r,. Thus 6 is a typical 
element of c. n 4,. I’,. Put t = y,s = y& = yes. Then ,,[6], = +([tl’>. 0 
8.8. Corollary. (a) Zf all <. (s E S) are finite then p has finite fibers. 
(b) p is injective iff <. n 4, . r, = <,, . r,, for all s E S. 0 
8.9. Theorem. Let r act discretely on a tree X. Let q;,,q be finitely generated 
subgroups of r. Put r’ = r;, n I’, and r+ = (q;,, r,). 
(a) r’ is finitely generated. 
(b) Zf 4, and r, are commensurable and not finite then each c has finite index in 
r+. 
Proof. (a) Since r’ is finitely generated and acts discretely, r’ is virtually free 
(cf. Theorem 8.3) so there is a bound m(r+) on the size of finite subgroups of 
r’. Suppose that f(r’) = 0. Since r’ acts discretely without inversion and cannot 
be a strictly increasing union of finite groups (by the previous remark) it follows 
from Corollary 7.3 that r’ C r, for some x, and hence r’ is finite. Suppose that 
l(r’) # 0. Put X, = X,. (i = O,l), and X’ = X,.,. Then X’ C Y = X,, n X,. Consider 
the diagram of natural projections 
rl\xf - w\rL ~,w,,) x (r,w, ) 
1 I 
rl\x- 
P 
vi93 x (w9 
It follows from the Intersection Fiber Lemma (Proposition 8.7) that, for x E X, 
IP-‘w,~~ bl,>I 5 Ir,l cm> i.e. p has finite fibers. Since 4 is finitely generated, 
&\X, is finite (i = 0,l) by Theorem 8.3. It follows that r’\X’ is finite, hence r’ is 
finitely generated again by Theorem 8.3. 
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(b) Since c is finitely generated, infinite, and acts discretely without inversion 
on X it follows from Corollary 7.3 that l(c) # 0, and then from Corollary 7.7 that 
X,;, and X1., coincide; denote this tree by Y. Clearly Y is r’-invariant. The 
projection p, : c\Y-+ r+\Y and the finiteness of c\Y (by Theorem 8.3) implies 
that the fibers of p, are finite, so q\r+ is finite by Proposition 8.6(a). 0 
8.10. Remarks. (1) If, in Theorem 8.9, c, and r, are finite then r’ may well be 
infinite, in contrast with Theorem 8.9(b). 
(2) If Tin Theorem 8.9 is free then Theorem 8.9(a) is ‘Howson’s Theorem’ (cf. 
[9, (5.6)] and Th eorem 8.9(b) was derived by Stallings [9, (7.8)] from results of 
Greenberg [3]. Lubotzky noted that our methods closely resemble those of 
Greenberg, for Fuchsian and Kleinian groups. 
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